where now Washington

Open Air

Sculp-tour

Civil War generals on horseback, Adam and Eve above a
portal at Washington National Cathedral, presidents at their
memorials, honored folks like Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr.

cityscape and overturned boat (below), Rachel Schmidt links
Foggy Bottom’s maritime past to its present-day urban density.
Credit D.C. Commission for the Arts with placing sculpture

beside the avenues…all reflect the impulse to tell meaningful

like Wendy Ross’s “Transit” by the Washington Convention Cen-

stories with human figures in bronze or stone.

ter (see page 4). At the southwest corner of 7th and M streets,

But contemporary 3-D objects also mark the landscape,

Metro riders emerge beneath her aluminum spheres that shim-

some alluding to history but many abstract and installed for

mer by day, glow with LEDs by night and move in currents of

visual delight alone. Encounters with both kinds of art happen

air. Nature and mathematics inspire Ross, yet she also produced

on any summer stroll. What may surprise? Sculpture by Wash-

the figural bronze of George Mason at his memorial near the

ington’s own artists, many of them with national reputations.

National Mall. Yes, D.C. sculptors gracefully defy expectations.

(from top) courtesy Ronald Reagan International Trade Center; ©dakota fine, arts in Foggy Bottom

BY Jean Lawlor Cohen

The Ronald Reagan International Trade Center plaza (above)
features the hammered bronze “Bearing Witness” by Washington-born, internationally known artist Martin Puryear. His work
serves as focal point at this site hosting weekday lunchtime
concerts, art “jams” and the alfresco tables of Aria Pizzeria.
But local neighborhoods install works too. In Foggy Bottom,
also home to the State Department and the Kennedy Center,
residents and the Washington Sculptors Group sponsor a biennial, outdoor showcase of curated murals and sculpture. Now
through October 25, strollers with maps in hand (download
artsinfoggybottom.com) discover works by 15 artists installed
on private properties. With “Building Aground,” a small-scale

Mini-city in Foggy Bottom
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(clockwise from top left) Robert Lautman; courtesy arlingtonarts.org; BK ADams; Erick keel, courtesy Kreeger Museum; courtesy Katzen arts Center
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Top left: At the Red Cross HQ, visitors
stand at 21st and E streets NW to see
the iconic flag (red granite and white
marble) by Larry Kirkland. He also creates illusions at Arlington’s Potomac
Yard with fountains and twin pillars
marked by a mysterious pair of eyes.
Top right: Chris Gardner’s “Cupid’s
Garden” directs traffic at Wilson and
Clarendon boulevards in Arlington,
Virginia. It belongs to a pioneering civic collection of 3-D works.
Second row: At American University’s
Katzen Arts Center, Fred Eversley’s
gleaming “Iknhaten” frames a view of
Ward Circle. In the museum courtyard,
works by B.K. Adams, their elements
perhaps scavenged off streets, raise
questions and pique the imagination.
Third row: The Kreeger Museum celebrates 20 years of displaying sculpture
in its wooded setting. By the reflecting pool, find reinforced fiberglass
sentinels by John Dreyfuss, and on a
terrrace of the mansion, encounter
“RA-054” by Carol Brown Goldberg.

»

For more information
wheretraveler.com
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